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JOURNEY OF LOVE
"You cannot have a funeral for your mother without also having a funeral for yourself." This book poses the ever-lingering question: What happens when
someone dies before they're able to redeem themselves? From the bestselling & award-winning poetess, amanda lovelace, comes the finale of her illustrated
duology, "things that h(a)unt." In the first installment, to make monsters out of girls, lovelace explored the memory of being in a toxic romantic
relationship. In to drink coffee with a ghost, lovelace unravels the memory of the complicated relationship she had with her now-deceased mother.

Protected
Highly instructive book by a noted authority on the subject analyzes every phase of conjuring, from sleights, devices, misdirection, and controlling audience
attention to incorporating patter and the effective use of assistants.

Dancers Between Realms
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining,
observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed
“beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing
from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum.
Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with
Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common: an
interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply
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to understand the rules of the game.

Ritual Magic for Conservative Christians
Magic, Monsters, and Make-Believe Heroes looks at fantasy film, television, and participative culture as evidence of our ongoing need for a mythic
vision—for stories larger than ourselves into which we write ourselves and through which we can become the heroes of our own story. Why do we tell and
retell the same stories over and over when we know they can’t possibly be true? Contrary to popular belief, it’s not because pop culture has run out of good
ideas. Rather, it is precisely because these stories are so fantastic, some resonating so deeply that we elevate them to the status of religion. Illuminating
everything from Buffy the Vampire Slayer to Dungeons and Dragons, and from Drunken Master to Mad Max, Douglas E. Cowan offers a modern
manifesto for why and how mythology remains a vital force today.

Magic and Its Mysteries
The mermaid is known for her siren song, luring bedroom-eyed sailors to their demise. However, beneath these misguided myths are tales of escapism and
healing, which Lovelace weaves throughout this empowering collection of poetry, taking you on a journey from the sea to the stars. They tried to silence
her once and for all, but the mermaid’s voice returns in this one.

Where Shall We Dream
The Energy Oracle Cardsare designed to reveal both the present energy you project and the results you are likely to attract. The unlimited power of your
own consciousness is a vital force that moves through the Universe and plants the seeds of your destiny far and wide. These easy-to-use cards will help you
to understand what your consciousness is creating, as well as reveal any hidden blocks that may be delaying your progress. The information they bring will
empower and inspire you, for it comes from heavenly messengers, friends from the spirit realm, and your own higher self. All that you need is available to
you, so let your intuition soar. Listen to the messages they bring and take your life to wonderful new heights!

Magic and Showmanship
Fate Shifter
Stylish, artist-made notebook with pastel marble art printed on high-quality softcover. The notebook contains 120 pages of narrow-lined, white paper and
measures 7 x 10 inches (between A4 and A5 format). The journal provides plenty of writing space and is easy to carry everywhere in a bag or backpack. It
can be used for school notes, office work, personal journaling and other writing needs. Size: 7 x 10 inch (17.8 x 25.4 cm) Page Count: 120 pages (60 sheets)
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Paper Type: College Ruled (Lined) Paper Cover Type: Paperback, Matte Visit Precious Notes author page for dozens of other gorgeous planners, journals
and notebook designs.

Create Your Own Magic
"A Little Bit of MAGIC" Writing Journal -Chestnut- (c)2016 Illyana Nikolievna Rasputina Within every person is an idea, a dream, a story, waiting to be
shared. Explore what is inside.

Ilfin of Arc
The fate of magic begins at the Black Moon. The most powerful relic in the world, the Irizat Luna, is safe for now. Jeta has risked everything, including her
life to reclaim the relic. After reconnecting with the other Protectors, Jeta's only objective is to get to Rapture before the Black Moon rises; capturing its
essence is vital for gypsy magic. Traer Sharp has proven himself worthy of the Protectors, once. But, is it enough for them to trust him completely? Jeta's
unexpected attraction to the Relic Hunter may be diverting her cunning intuition for danger. Is Traer toying with her emotions to find the perfect
opportunity to steal the Irizat Luna, or has he found his perfect match? With only twenty-seven days until the Black Moon rises over Rapture, Jeta will do
whatever it takes to get there. The terrain will be a battle in itself. But, with Lajaria's obsession for the relic and her powerful magic tracking the Protector's
every move, they'll have to find ways to harness their own magical powers to end her forever.

the mermaid's voice returns in this one
Take a 60-day journey to self-love, healing and manifesting your best life. The affirmations, penned by the modern day mompreneur, wife, and small
business owner - Nikki B - are thought provoking, motivational and empowering. This book will encourage you to dig deep inside of yourself, teaching you
to appreciate and nurture your soul and your life. Through the tools and guidance provided daily, you can tap into the divine being that exists within you as
you are called into action to create and manifest the life that you deserve and desire.

break your glass slippers
Encourage the magical black girl in your life to believe in herself with this 200-page notebook perfect for note-taking and/ or journaling. A great gift for
girls aged 12 and up!

Believe in Your Own Magic
More Power for Living! Christians have practiced magic since the dawn of Christianity, and almost all classic magical texts since the Middle Ages have
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Christian authors. With this book, you can tap into that power! You'll learn: - A theology of magic that embraces all mainstream Christian denominations. A curriculum for training yourself in the magic art. - An organized method for calling the Choirs of Angels. - How to create, consecrate, and use talismans
and amulets. - A powerful system for creating your own magical rituals. - Multiple fully-functioning example rituals. - Practical advice to make your magic
even more effective! Between these pages you'll find the most potent manual yet for Christian magicians who want to retain their orthodoxy and more
deeply understand their faith as well as their practice. Manifest with orthodoxy. Believe with power. Grow with awesomeness!

Curse of Trevalia
The best-selling author of The God Delusion and the artist of such award-winning graphic novels as Wizard and Glass address key scientific questions
previously explained by rich mythologies, from the evolution of the first humans and the life cycle of stars to the principles of a rainbow and the origins of
the universe. 150,000 first printing.

Write Your Own Magic
There was once a King, and he had a Queen; and he was the manliest of his sex, and she was the loveliest of hers. The King was, in his private profession,
Under Government. The Queen's father had been a medical man out of town. They had nineteen children, and were always having more. Seventeen of these
children took care of the baby; and Alicia, the eldest, took care of them all. Their ages varied from seven years to seven months.One day the King was
going to the office, when he stopped at the fishmonger's to buy a pound and a half of salmon not too near the tail, which the Queen had requested him to
send home. Mr Pickles, the fishmonger, said, "Certainly, sir, is there any other article, Good-morning."But what of the old lady in the shop? The King
hadn't noticed her and she is VERY important to this story for she is the Good Fairy Grandmarina. But just how important you ask? Well, you'll just have to
download and read this story and find out for yourselves!

A Little Bit of Magic
The witch: supernaturally powerful, inscrutably independent, and now—indestructible. These moving, relatable poems encourage resilience and embolden
women to take control of their own stories. Enemies try to judge, oppress, and marginalize her, but the witch doesn’t burn in this one.

Black Magic Betrayal
The Empath. The word has found its way into our consciousness accompanied by ideas of healing, sharing emotion and pain. Empaths are sensitive, caring,
responsive people who have at the core of their nature an innate ability to receive energy, information and awareness from others with a depth and intensity
that is beyond our customary understanding of empathy. Yet, this very receptivity and permeability brings its own challenges. It is vital for empaths to
recognize themselves as such and to consciously explore, understand and address this energetic flow in their life. Self-inquiry is the essential tool to
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understanding all that motivates and colors your experience of the world. The book explores in depth this receptivity, as well as tools, concepts and
approaches to support understanding and how to flourish with this heightened sensitivity. This book is a shared journey, edited from years of workshops
and sessions with Elisabeth Fitzhugh and the Orion group.

To Drink Coffee with a Ghost
Keep your brain engaged while creating fun, beautiful art with this easy-to-use sticker book. Includes 10 ocean life-themed photos to complete. Each design
is divided into 20 squares. Each square has a number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as a fullcolored image emerges from the original unfinished photograph. Spiral binding and perforated pages make it easy to use!

The Magic Fishbone Illustrated
Ancient souls reawaken to destiny when Ilfin and Glonu spaceships hurtle through the spaces. As a fireball grows ever larger in the skies, oblivious masters
seek more slaves. Massin is the gathering place for every omen of disaster. In the marshes below the plateau, Lyra and Damin plan to save their civilisation
and their families, but it will require more than words to awaken people from complacency. Special talents are needed to incite action, talents inherent in
the ancient bloodlines of another world. Magical abilities - the Ilfin Talents. All must march across the vast plains from the eastern highlands and the
western seas to reach the mighty mountains in the south. There they may escape the fires; there they will hide from the masters; there is the isolation to
begin a new civilisation, free from the past, free from oppression. A host will march to Arc, the paradise beyond the southern mountains, an ancient
sanctuary, one that survived every impact from the heavens and every battle between the Ilfin and the Glonu of previous times. An Elemental will find the
sanctuary, a Warrior will protect the dispossessed and a Marsh Devil will lead them. Will Arc protect them?

Fairy Gardening
"more forgetting time. more midnight dances with yourself." amanda lovelace, the bestselling & award-winning author of the “women are some kind of
magic” poetry series, presents a new companion series, “you are your own fairy tale” the first installment, break your glass slippers, is about overcoming
those who don’t see your worth, even if that person is sometimes yourself. in the epic tale of your life, you are the most important character while everyone
is but a forgotten footnote. even the prince.

the witch doesn't burn in this one
The marriage of words and images creates a multidimensional experience for the reader, both physical and emotional. As you connect with the visual three
dimensional form, you simultaneously align with the feelings that will carry you to a place of being one with the letters and words. A place where there is
no separation between poet, artist and you. What you experience through this book is meant to be repeated and appreciated many times. The intent is to
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provide you a holistic, ongoing moment that will touch on all levels, from the heart of the authors to your heart. The thoughts, emotions and feelings
expressed in the words and in the art are there for you to savor and enjoy and share with someone you love, especially yourself. May this book lead you to
explore your heart and the depth of your soul, as you let love be the magic that opens the unknown.

The 48 Laws of Power
Write Your Own Magicshows you how you can use the incredible magical power of words to make your dreams a reality. This guidebook presents the
three magic steps essential to manifesting exactly what you want, for dreams both big and small. There is no limit to what you can ask for as long as your
requests hurt no one. For instance, you might want: ·vibrant health ·a fulfilling relationship ·greater happiness ·more money ·a better job ·stronger faith
·increased creativity and intuition All of this, and much more, can be brought into your life when you follow the step-by-step instructions in this magical
guidebook. Write Your Own Magic will show you how to create original white magic spells that make your hopes and dreams come true. First, you'll learn
how to determine your life's purpose. Next, you'll find out how to write magic that makes your dreams come true in six important areas-physical, spiritual,
mental, financial, social, and intuitive. Finally, you'll discover how to use the hidden power of words-sacred names and secret writings, magic diaries and
dissolving ink, along with other simple white magic techniques-to make your desires, hopes, and wishes come true!

The Magic Misfits
“Jon Dorenbos is a magical person. Life Is Magic shows how we can all choose happiness in the face of overwhelming odds.” —Ellen DeGeneres An
extraordinary and empowering story of resilience, forgiveness, and living a life of purpose in the face of unfathomable obstacles. You may know him as an
NFL All-Pro or as a world-class magician who made the finals of America’s Got Talent, but Jon Dorenbos says that what he does is not who he is. He is
someone who coached himself, at the most tender of ages, to turn tragedy to triumph. One morning in August 1992, when Jon was twelve years old and
living a seemingly idyllic childhood in suburban Seattle, he woke up for baseball camp. His dad waved goodbye. Later that day, Jon heard the news: his
father had murdered his mother in the family’s three-car garage. In an instant, his life had shattered. He’d essentially been orphaned. Thrust into foster care
while his father stood trial for murder, Jon struggled. Left to himself, he discovered an unlikely escape performing magic tricks. If you found a way to alter
your reality, after your dad—your hero—killed your mom, wouldn’t you cling to it too? Then came football, which provided a release for all of his pent-up
anger. Together, magic and football saved him, leading to fourteen NFL seasons on the gridiron and raucous sleight of hand performances to packed houses
across the globe. In 2017, he was diagnosed with a life-threatening heart condition leaving him with a choice. To either break down or—as he’d by now long
taught himself—bounce back. “Life Is Magic shows how we can all choose happiness in the face of overwhelming odds” (Ellen DeGeneres) and provides a
roadmap for overcoming even the darkest of times. Jon’s story is poignant and powerful, told by a charismatic and optimistic man who has overcome lifeor-death challenges with grace, persistence, a childlike sense of wonder…and jaw-dropping card tricks.

Spell Breaker
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Danny Tucker was barely a teen when he had his first encounter with the magic of a Trevalian Cube. He learned a great deal about what could be done by
descendants of Trevalia who link with a Cube, and how dangerous that power can be in the wrong hands. Yet did he know all there was to know about the
Cube's magic? When his dreams are invaded through magic, Danny begins a journey to search for the meaning of those dreams. He finds himself
intercepted and taken prisoner, but that is just the first step in a journey full of discoveries that the young man had never dreamed of. Meanwhile his sister
Susan travels back to the planet where their adventures began years ago, to enlist the aid of Daynan Trevalia to search for Danny. They start a sequence of
events that lead them on a quest far more dangerous than they could have imagined.

To Make Monsters Out of Girls
Held prisoner deep in the Louisiana bayou, Rosie's guardian arrives and they're able to find a way out. Now, evil is stirred up in the swamplands and Rosie
must quickly learn her craft. During her journey she comes into her powers and makes a huge mistake that could destroy someone she loves. Meanwhile,
Julian is dealing with his own demons when he discovers Rosie is closer than he realized. He's come to terms with his curse but fights it and begins to turn
once again. Even knowing the dire consequences, Julian decides to speak an ancient Voodoo Haitian Mamba to stop his change. Rosie and Julian reunite
and regardless of their individual struggles they must work together to save those they love.

Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Ocean Life (Square Stickers)
The author truly captures the reader with the details of her heartbreak at the end of her marriage while expecting her first child. Vanessa shares a raw and
honest exploration of her heart as she traverses the most difficult time of her life. She shares with love, grace, and strength what being a mom is all about,
and using her intuition and trust in a higher power, she is able to propel herself into a place of true healing and magic. She shares her struggles and her
perseverance to give her unborn child her love, and taps into universal truths that we can all learn from. Through the turmoil, she rises like a phoenix from
the ashes, recreating the vision of her life, and in the process, finds her true soul mate to build her family with. A beautiful ending to a difficult beginning!

Break-Away
Take a 60-day journey to self-love, healing and manifesting your best life. The affirmations, penned by the modern day mompreneur, wife, and small
business owner - Nikki B - are thought provoking, motivational and empowering. This book will encourage you to dig deep inside of yourself, teaching you
to appreciate and nurture your soul and your life. Through the tools and guidance provided daily, you can tap into the divine being that exists within you as
you are called into action to create and manifest the life that you deserve and desire.

Magic, Monsters, and Make-Believe Heroes
The first in a funny and magical new children's books series from Emmy award-winning actor Neil Patrick Harris. ‘I read this book with excitement,
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delight, and the increasing suspicion that it was going to make me disappear.' Lemony Snicket, author of the bestselling series A Series of Unfortunate
Events and All the Wrong Questions This book contains a BIG SECRET. Read on if you dare … Do you believe in magic? Carter doesn’t. He knows magic
tricks are just that – tricks. And as a street magician he’s also pretty good at them. But then Carter runs away from his conman uncle and he finds himself
alone and in danger from dastardly carnival ringleader, B.B. Bosso. He could really use some magic now … A chance encounter with the mysterious Mr
Dante Vernon leads Carter to a magic shop, where he teams up with five other like-minded kids and the MAGIC MISFITS are born! Can the gang use their
magical talents to save the day and stop B.B. stealing a priceless diamond? And now for the BIG SECRET … inside this book you will find a treasure trove
of tips, codes and stage tricks that will help YOU join the Magic Misfits and make some magic of your own. (BUT DON'T TELL ANYONE.) Perfect for
children aged 8 to 12 years old and fans of Lemony Snicket, David Walliams … and magic!

Believe in Your Own Magic!: Cute & Inspirational Blank Papaerback Notebook for Black Girls (One Subject, College Ruled,
200 Pages)
'You are sharing the Dark Lord's thoughts and emotions. The Headmaster thinks it inadvisable for this to continue. He wishes me to teach you how to close
your mind to the Dark Lord.' Dark times have come to Hogwarts. After the Dementors' attack on his cousin Dudley, Harry Potter knows that Voldemort
will stop at nothing to find him. There are many who deny the Dark Lord's return, but Harry is not alone: a secret order gathers at Grimmauld Place to fight
against the Dark forces. Harry must allow Professor Snape to teach him how to protect himself from Voldemort's savage assaults on his mind. But they are
growing stronger by the day and Harry is running out of time Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort
and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived
continues to delight generations of new readers.

The Magic Garden
Magic brings them together. Now magic is tearing them apart. Childhood sweethearts left their homeland to be together. But when the paranormal world
gives them no choice, they fight back and send the supernatural world into chaos.

Energy Oracle Cards
A hockey romance love story challenging the creation of love itself. Is love something manifested through experience, wants, needs, desire and luck? Or is
love just "there?" Perhaps the seed of love is planted by the spiritual energies of the universe after which fateful life experience dictates. True love
manifested dependent on circumstance. Uncontrollable, creating anxiety with the thought. Cathy Wilson delivers again with a spectacular story in fiction
hockey romance. A tale of two lives so inertly different interconnecting through a passion for hockey. Marcus, a young man you normally wouldn't notice.
Rather plain looking, not many friends, more like acquaintances, definitely a different breed. A people pleaser you could say. Used often by acquaintances
and discarded afterwards. Marcus grounds himself playing hockey, the only time he can shut his "thoughts" off. Falls head over heels for a wonderful
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woman at a vulnerable time in her life. Trista, a single young mother of three struggling to make ends meet. Desperate to give her kids the world but unable
to accept the support she needs to do so. Strong willed, determined, trusting, forgiving, with a carefree spirit and unguarded heart. They meet . . . Her gut
says no. Her head says yes. A decision that will change her life forever. Deep dark secrets uncovered, wrongs trying to be made right. Should Trista follow
her inert instincts, vulnerable head or confused head? Hockey romance at it's best!

Believe in the Magic
Where Shall We Dream can ease the nights of children, when they know you have a chance to dream togetherregardless of whether they are with another
parent or in the next room, this book will assist the creatively challenged and allow you to hold your child's hand as you jump off the night dive into
dreaming together. I have always felt that magic can be found in the dreams of children, this book represents some of that magic within my own child and
the magic that you can help your own child find. Where Shall We Dream begins each crazy story with a child going to sleep after brushing her/his teeth and
saying prayers and then countless adventures begin, where your child learns to use his imagination and experience soccer games with sharks, tea parties
with mermaids, riding on flamingoes, flying on dragons, and many other adventures that kids truly should dream about. Join your child in a dreaming
adventure with all the zany stories within.

The Magic of Reality
"What happens when the man of your dreams turns out to be a nightmare with sharp teeth and claws?" Winner of the 2016 Goodreads Choice Award for
Best Poetry, amanda lovelace presents her new illustrated duology, "things that h(a)unt." In this first installment, to make monsters out of girls, lovelace
explores the memory of being in an abusive relationship. She poses the eternal question: Can you heal once you've been marked by a monster, or will the
sun always sting?

Create Your Own Magic
Magic brought them together. Now magic is tearing them apart. Computer hacker, Lorcan, and run-away sorceress, Orla will do whatever it takes to be
together. But when dark magic raises from hell, individual sacrifices are no longer enough. When human and technology fight against magic and evil, the
childhood sweetheart couple needs more than love to win this battle. Romeo & Juliet meet the Howling. A brutal paranormal battle with a fairy tale happy
ending.

Falling Together
This book is a journey through the events in Mattie Fisher's life. There are also the life lessons gained from those events. Mattie was born at a time in
history when being black and female was a double curse. You had to look very hard to find any human or legal rights. Mattie stood her ground. She was
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confident and fierce, always pushing forward, striving to do things she wanted to do. She turned a deaf ear to those who thought they could dictate her life.
Mattie's story is very powerful and inspirational; her spirit tenacious and infectious. She encouraged all the women she met to never settle for less than they
deserved. Let the tenacity of one woman inspire you to the greatness you were created for.

Write Your Own Magic
Provides information on designing, planting, accessorizing, and caring for a fairy garden.

Mind Games
Tech geek and former soldier, Ghared Timms, can’t believe his best friend and brother in battle, Deo Lazitter, is still alive. He’d been there when the news
of the man’s death had been announced. He’d held Deo’s sister, Darina, in his arms as they’d both lamented. He’d been missing his buddy for years. Now
a former associate of the late Mikale Warres has produced Deo’s dog tags and claims to have been working undercover with Deo inside Warres’s
organization. Ghared promises to find Deo no matter what it takes. Even if it means going undercover himself. Warres’s step-sister, Sasha Boisette, is
looking for an ally. She can’t bring down an entire organization obsessed with continuing Mikale’s mission, especially when that organization is expecting
her to lead them. When a new recruit shows up at headquarters, however, he may be just the man she needs. If she can trust him. Staying protected is hard
when your heart wants to risk it all.

Life Is Magic
Write Your Own Magicshows you how you can use the incredible magical power of words to make your dreams a reality. This guidebook presents the
three magic steps essential to manifesting exactly what you want, for dreams both big and small. There is no limit to what you can ask for as long as your
requests hurt no one. For instance, you might want: ·vibrant health ·a fulfilling relationship ·greater happiness ·more money ·a better job ·stronger faith
·increased creativity and intuition All of this, and much more, can be brought into your life when you follow the step-by-step instructions in this magical
guidebook. Write Your Own Magic will show you how to create original white magic spells that make your hopes and dreams come true. First, you'll learn
how to determine your life's purpose. Next, you'll find out how to write magic that makes your dreams come true in six important areas-physical, spiritual,
mental, financial, social, and intuitive. Finally, you'll discover how to use the hidden power of words-sacred names and secret writings, magic diaries and
dissolving ink, along with other simple white magic techniques-to make your desires, hopes, and wishes come true!

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
Are you losing the battle with your own low self-esteem? Do you want to overcome anger control issues and self-control problems? Do you want to break
free from the bondage of sexual immorality and the power of pride? In Mind Games, Kayode Enwerem draws on the experience of speaking to tens of
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thousands of people with self-doubt and negative thought questions to offer proven and powerful methods for using Christian guidance and scripture to
overcome fear and regain self-confidence and self-control.Mind Games offers direction that anybody in any life situation can quickly and easily apply to
gain victory over strongholds. You too can be transformed by the truth of Bible scripture resulting in freedom and victory for the child of God. In this book,
you will learn the valuable instruction about: * How to recognize your Giants* Overcoming Fear; the number one tactic of the enemy* How to realize the
purpose of fighting the giant* How to overcome the seed of Self-doubt associating you with your past* The secret of defeating the Giant, thereby improving
self-esteem for men and women* Discover God's true greatness and overcome strongholds in life. Grab a copy today!

Moon Gift
Most of us have a magic place where we can go to escape the everyday problems and pressures of life. Children usually have several magic places and each
of these magic places helps them to deal with childhood problems and to develop into healthy adults. For Patrick, Molly and Thomas, their special magic
place is their garden. The Magic Garden infuses fun and excitement into their lives and gives them something special in place of television and computor
games. Come and join them, as they play in The Magic Garden and hopefully, very soon, you will find your own magical and wonderful place.
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